The spectrum of the weakly-bound CO 2 -CS 2 complex was originally studied by the USC group, a using a pulsed supersonic expansion and a tunable diode laser in the CO 2 ν 3 region. Their derived structure was nonplanar X-shaped (C 2v symmetry), a relatively unusual geometry among linear molecule dimers. Very recently, there has been a detailed theoretical study of this complex based on a high-level ab initio potential surface.
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b The theoretical ground state is Xshaped, in good agreement with experiment, and a very low-lying (3 cm −1 at equilibrium, or 8 cm −1 zero-point) slippedparallel isomer is also found.
We report here two new combination bands of X-shaped CO 2 -CS 2 which involve the same ν 3 fundamental (2346.546 cm −1 ) plus a low-frequency intermolecular vibration. 
